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THE GENERAL FINANCIAL SITUATION ÏÏ*K

Canada has gone “over the top in the matter Up i^rge amounts of funds in Victory Bonds, will 
of the second Victory loan in most brilliant fashion. h»ve considerable margins for enlargements and 
The magnificent total of over $676,000,000 an- extensions of plants. The overwhelming success 
nounced as the result of the last three weeks’ efforts-- 0f the Victory loan, therefore, is not only important 
a total that will certainly be substantially increased in ite (iir,,ct résulte of which the continued granting 
as delayed returns come in is far in advance of the 0j crv,liLs to Great Britain in connection with the 
result which could have been anticipated even by pUrrhases of our foodstuffs and other supplies is not 
the most sanguine, and is a remarkable ending to the least but also in its indirect results, 
the very fine record of Canadian war finance. I n- The dominant thought of the business community 
doubtedly, the events in Europe during the last week at ^ moment is naturally concerned with the 
of the campaign had a highly stimulating effect upon in(jUKtrjai an(i commercial outlook of the immediate 
the amount of subscriptions to the loan. While juture brought about by recent events. In this 
the effect of the armstice with Germany may have conne(’.tjon jt jK an excellent sign that public con- 
lieen to decrease the number of small subscriptions, fidence M) far remains undisturbed. There are no 
owing to the mistaken feeling that further financial g. ()f mi(, an,| the vast changes which must 
efforts were unnecessary, on the other luma, any neces8arj|v take place are being faced thus far with 
loss in this direction was undoubtedly much more Q jrit of confidence and equanimity that augurs 
than offset by the keen appreciation of the fact by wp|| f()r ^e way in which they will be accomplished, 
those who were able to make or arrange for large j^eKar<linK the" matter of the course of prices, a 
subscriptions that this was the last occasion on subject which is naturally uppermost in tne mind 
which they would be able to secure Canadian Gov- „enerai public, it is recognized in commercial
emment bonds on such attractive terms as those cy_jeg tf,at while a decline is inevitable in the long 
offered. Hence it is to be expected that during the njn it ig |itcely to ^ quite gradual. As regards 
last few days, there were many substantial additions gt ’|p .Lrtj(.|w 0f food and clothing, the fact has to 
to original large subscriptions from Muartenr, where ^ that it be almost twelve months before 
the financial significance of last week s European ^ „toc)te<] new harvests in the western hemisphere 
events was fully appreciated. , . , ... become available, and over six months before any

The immense over-subscription of the Ixum will harvpsl at au can be gathered even in scut hem 
presumably be followed by the cutting down con- puro,M, Also, staple prixlucto like wool and leather 
siderably of the larger subscriptions, as it is doubtful canni|| ^ grown jn a few months, and while a por- 
whether the Government can usefully employ at tjQn ()j t^e available supplies will now be available 
present any more than the $500,(HM),000, which was ^o|1 ne^j ^ which under other circumstances 
the real objective of the Loan. This cutting down WQUf(j have been rigorously kept for army pur- 
will have two effects, both of much importance in thf, WOrld-wid<- demand for these in the next
regard to the immediate financial future of the (wo or three years is likely to be so pronounced that 
Dominion. For one thing, it will lighten consider- anytfong more than a very gradual decline, as 
ably the task of the banks. Banking arrangements ^ row to more ivasonable proportions with
had been made by many large subscribers to the M^.ms unlikely. Such a course of events,
Loan, and the fact that they will not be allotted as t|je perhaps not so pleasing to the anxious con- 
much as they applied for will reduce proportionately 8Umt r a rapid break in prices, is certainly more 
the expansion of credit caused by the 1-oan s flot- |rom the point of view of financial stability,
ation, and keep the banking credit of the country on ain(1(, a .)r(m„unced break in prices would almost 
a less extended basis for the time being than would cert^tinly be followed by commercial troubles on a 
otherwise tie the case. Secondly, those large sub- wj,|vs|ir,,a,| Kca|<>.
scribers, who had funds in hand to take up their sub- a,.n. rallv recognized that the great task of
scription in full, will be able to restoring Belgium and France can only be accomp-
funds in other directions. I hey will be ae up- . ^ upeed and thoroughness through the
P»*.neW h^h VicL  ̂Gow Ln k employment ol a great international effort, involving
polities, which with the Victory Lsxui n°w out ci tlie i<.nmmnn UN, ()( the fotemr and other resources
way, will presumably be undertaken atan early «n J Jjjj, incipal bellifermt countries. It is, 
date, and Urns the financial way will lx* cliarid fnr fa|r to sul)pOM. that Canada will take its

To°thnr Swngti from war- «hare in this work of restoration, and that the supply 

work, and thus set the wheels of industry and devel- (Continued on pap ns7 )
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